Section 3 Attachments (10 designs, 26 total prints)

Street.
Storm drain.
Blue ribbon trout stream.
Protect the East Gallatin River. Please scoop.
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What’s growing in your garden?
Poop pollutes soil and water. Please scoop.
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What you leave on land...
...ends up in the water.
Be an upstream thinker. Please scoop.
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How far do you go to scoop?
Off trail, in the bushes, light years from the waste station — every poop counts.
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He’s off leash.
You’re on duty.
Pun intended. Please scoop.

“In every walk with nature one receives far more than he seeks.” — John Muir
Tread lightly. Please scoop.

He’s off leash.
You’re on duty.
Pun intended. Please scoop.

Take only pictures.
Leave only footprints.
Keep Bozeman beautiful. Please scoop.
What’s one more?

One too many.

Hundreds of dogs visit daily. Please scoop.

In France, it’s caca.
In Japan, it’s unchi.
In Sweden, it’s bajs.
In the park, it’s just gross.

Translation: please scoop.